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Abstract

High throughput and energy are two important constraints of the Low-power and Lossy Network (L2N). We propose Centrality-
based Green Routing for L2Ns (CGR) as a routing protocol that considers both centrality and energy to improve network perfor-
mance and decrease power consumption. CGR is a collection routing protocol that combines the best features of both protocols
Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) and Centrality Tree (CT). CGR uses centrality betweenness-based to choose intermediate nodes
that can perform data fusion and employ Link Quality Estimation (LQE) to find routes of high throughput and delivery rate. The
suitable combination of these techniques leads the protocol to improve the literature results in delivery rate, energy consumption,
and time to deliver data. There is a trade-off by routing through central nodes and their power consumption. Thus we also propose
a Policy-Aware algorithm to balance energy consumption and to increase the network lifetime.
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1. Introduction

A Low-power and Lossy Network (L2N) is a network type
inspired by the idea that even the smallest low-power devices
should be able to run in a network. Energy is a resource ex-
tremely restricted in L2N due to small devices and their energy
constraints [1]. Usually, the devices employed in these net-
works have no rechargeable batteries, and they are not reach-
able for replacement. In this context, green communications
can enable longer network lifetime. By exploiting the devices
features, and network topology, green-designed protocols can
be an efficient way to save resources and keep alive the L2N.
The design of green protocols for L2N has importance in sev-
eral fields, ranging from urban and industrial low power net-
works to underwater networks [2, 3, 4].

A key challenge is to keep these networks alive as long as
possible [2, 5]. But, some factors reduce L2N lifetime. For ex-
ample, intermediate nodes usually forward data traffic of other
nodes, thus eventually these relay nodes will have their energy
resource quickly drained. When different source nodes send
individual data flows to the sink collector, the number of trans-
missions will increase, and it may also promote transmission
collisions or channel occupancy. Another factor, but not least,
is the link conditions (quality) which can cause packet retrans-
missions due to bad reception and eventually packet drop by
exhaustive transmission failures. Mitigating these problems can
extend the L2N lifetime.

In this scenario, the routing protocols play a significant role
in the resource usage. The L2N are composed of a large number
of nodes with limited capabilities of computation (memory and
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processing), wireless communication, and energy. The protocol
stack makes use of the computational resource to store and pro-
cess routes, it needs to estimate the wireless link communica-
tion quality, and for all that to be done, the protocol’s execution
needs energy. However, many applications need to transport a
large amount of data (image, audio, video monitoring, so on).
Thus, protocols have the responsibility to deliver data in an en-
ergy efficient way. Routing protocols are a fundamental part of
the protocol stack. Therefore, efficient ways to deliver data are
critical. These applications require high data delivery and long
network lifetime. Thus, routing protocols for L2N that save re-
sources and provide green efficient routes should be addressed.

In this work, we present the Centrality-based Green Routing
for L2Ns (CGR) a green data collection routing protocol. CGR
combines cost-efficient L2N features in order to be, simultane-
ously, energy aware and provide high throughput. First, CGR
uses a centrality betweenness-based approach to choose inter-
mediate nodes, which favors in-network data fusion techniques
that can potentially save energy. Centrality metrics capture the
topology importance of the nodes and therefore can be used
to improve routing [6]. Second, CGR makes use of Expected
Transmission Count (ETX) [7] or Four Bit [8] as the Link Qual-
ity Estimation (LQE) estimator. It assists CGR to find high
throughput routes, reduce packets drop, and improve energy us-
age.

Data collection protocols suffer from the energy hole prob-
lem, where nodes next to the sink node tend to quickly drain
their energy while sending and forwarding messages. To ad-
dress that issue in CGR, we implement the Policy-Aware al-
gorithm, specially designed to mitigate the energy hole prob-
lem. Policy-Aware keeps track of spots where energy is being
drained (typically at central nodes) and then changes the route
to balance the power consumption, by the cost of few controls
packets.
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We also present a survey of other approaches in the liter-
ature that considered specifically each piece of our object of
study: LQE, centrality importance criterion, and related proto-
cols.

In summary, the contributions of this paper include:

• The proposal of Centrality-based Green Routing for L2Ns
(CGR), which is a distributed green algorithm to find the
best routing intermediate nodes based on the Sink Be-
tweenness centrality;

• The proposal of the Policy-Aware algorithm, which is a
load balance algorithm that mitigates energy waste of the
routing nodes in the network.

• Results show that CGR is a suitable algorithm in terms of
delivery rate, energy consumption, and time to delivery
for L2N.

CGR uses a LQE to optimize routes choice and improve
throughput and energy usage, according to state-of-the-art pro-
tocols like RPL [9] and XCTP [10]. Traditional centrality rout-
ing protocols, such as CT [11] and CNS [12], use hop count to
choose their routes, which can decrease the network through-
put and increase energy spent. Also, the CGR architecture en-
ables the use of the Policy-Aware algorithm to deal with the
energy hole problem, while traditional centrality routing proto-
cols do not manage this issue; indeed they increase the energy
hole problem by routing only through central nodes.

Our work is organized as follows. In the next section, we
present the related work divided into three parts (link quality
estimators, centrality metrics, and routing protocols). Then,
in Section 3, we introduce the underlines of the green rout-
ing problem, its hardness, a complexity analyses, and how we
address the issues. Our proposed solution is detailed in Sec-
tion 4. Section 5 brings the Policy-Aware Algorithm. Next, in
Section 6, we present CGR results and compare it against state-
of-the-art and traditional protocols. Finally, we conclude and
present insights for future work in Section 7.

2. Related Work

This section is organized into three parts. In the first one,
we discuss the main techniques for LQE highlighting charac-
teristics of each estimator and compare them. Next, we survey
centrality metrics to rank nodes according to their topological
position. Finally, in the third part, we classify CGR and the
related state-of-the-art routing protocols and emphasize the dif-
ferences among them.

2.1. Link Quality Estimation (LQE)
Table 1 shows several estimator features. We classified the

LQEs into two main categories: 1. Hardware based; 2. and Soft-
ware based. The technique criteria highlight the methods to
qualify the wireless channel used for each estimator. The LQE
may have link asymmetry support, e.g., the link quality from
node A to target B and B to A may be different. The estimator
may be aware the sender or receiver locations to perform link

quality computation - to accomplish this estimation the LQE
needs to track the links by sending probe packets (active moni-
toring), explore existing traffic flowing through it (passive mon-
itoring) or using hybrid monitoring combining both techniques.

Hardware LQEs methods make direct reading on radio in-
terface. Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) [13], Link
Quality Indication (LQI) and Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) [14]
are representative LQEs in this category. There are no extra
computation requirements to links measurements, making LQE
hardware solution fast to provide a link estimation. However,
these methods are not flexible for different techniques and ad-
vanced features (e.g. Asymmetry support).

LQEs software-based methods are more adaptable for al-
lowing advanced techniques, asymmetry support, and differ-
ent location. The Required Number of Packet transmissions
(RNP) [15] performs the average of the number of packets that
required transmissions and retransmissions to the successful de-
livery packet. Link inefficiency (Li) is defined as the inverse of
the packet success probability, therefore, it is also an approx-
imation for RNP [16]. Simple Unsupervised Neuron Estima-
tor (SUNE) [17, 18] is a bio-inspired link estimator based on
the neural network paradigm that tries to predict the next probe
packet reception for a link by using early probe receptions and
takes into account some bias. ETX [7] and Expected Transmis-
sion Time (ETT) [19] consider asymmetric links by estimating
the probability of successful reception packets/probes and its
acknowledgment (ACK). When applied, these estimators help
to find high throughput paths. Finally, Four Bit [8] is one of the
most advanced software bases link estimator that uses informa-
tion from different layers of the protocol stack to make precise
link inference.

There are also analytical methods to compute link probabil-
ity, node degree, and coverage in networks, such as using ge-
ometry properties [20], however, they do not capture precisely
real-world link qualities nor consider asymmetric links.

2.2. Centrality metrics

Centrality metric
Feature:

Number of node participating in shortest
path of other source nodes

Degree –
Closeness –

Eccentricity –
Page Rank –

Stress X
Betweenness X

Sink Betweenness X

Table 2: Centrality metrics comparison

In graph theory and network analysis, centrality refers to an
indicator, which ranks vertexes according to importance. Sev-
eral criteria of importance can be found in the literature [21],
e.g., a relevant vertex can be that associated with many route
participations in the network. At the substantive level, impor-
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Software Based Hardware Based

Estimator RNP Li SUNE ETX/ETT Four Bit RSSI, LQI, SNR
Technique Avg. Probability Weighted sum Avg. Filtering Radio reading Avg.
Asymmetry Support – – X X X –
Location Monitoring Sender Receiver Receiver Receiver Receiver Receiver
Monitoring P P A and P A and P A and P P

A – Active
P – Passive

Table 1: Comparison among wireless link estimators

tance can be an involvement in/or contribution to the cohesive-
ness of the network.

In this work, node importance is defined as the number of
participation of the node in the shortest paths of other source
nodes. Centrality metrics can be applied to capture this impor-
tance criterion [22]. Next, we present a brief survey of central-
ity metrics and classifying them.

Table 2 compares different centrality metrics. Degree, close-
ness, eccentricity, and Page Rank™do not capture our required
feature. Stress and Betweenness catch the demanded feature,
but Sink Betweenness Centrality (SBC) stand out because it
has been defined on Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) context
by computing Betweenness for only targeted nodes [11].

2.3. Routing protocols

We present in Table 3 the main related centrality-based pro-
tocols. We classify them according to the strategies adopted
to build the routing structure and the awareness of L2N con-
straints. Table 3 shows that CGR is, to the best of our knowl-
edge, the only protocol designed with following features: 1. cen-
trality based routing to rank nodes according to topological im-
portance; 2. it employs LQE to provide high-throughput routes
for multi-hop wireless. 3. it provides a distributed green algo-
rithm with same complexity of the state-of-the-art.

Shortest Path Betweenness-Centrality (SPBC) and Traffic
Load Centrality (TLC) assume Betweenness-Centrality and only
shortest paths are used to transfer data, but TLC uses a dif-
ferent mechanism to choose the routes. Flow Betweenness-
Centrality (FBC) equally considers routes of all lengths and ap-
plies the maximal flow as role to routing. In [22] is presented
Routing Betweenness Centrality (RBC), this technique gener-
alizes SPBC, TLC, and FBC. However, these approaches were
not designed for L2N and do not consider loss rate on links.

In [23], the authors present LTRBSA an algorithm to find
virtual data aggregation trees for WSN. CGR differs from LTRBSA
by using SBC measure and by take into account the link qual-
ity. Classic protocols which do not use centrality are Shortest
Paths Tree (SPT) and Center at Nearest Source (CNS) [12].
SPT picks the shortest path from the source node to the sink.
In CNS, nodes near the sink act as an aggregator, thus source
nodes send data to the aggregator that in turn sends an aggre-
gated message to sink. Data-Aggregation Aware Routing Pro-
tocol (DAARP) and Information Fusion-based Role Assign-
ment (InFRA) are presented in [24], these approaches are ap-

proximations to the Steiner tree [27]. The nodes are hierar-
chically organized into clusters that send data to sink, which
favors event-radius model [12]. eXtend collection tree proto-
col (XCTP) [10] extends Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) [25]
to create the reverse path between the root node and sensor
nodes. Matrix [26] is a routing protocol that utilizes the exist-
ing tree structure of the network to enable reliable and efficient
any-to-any data traffic and uses hierarchical IPv6 address as-
signment to optimize routing table size. IPv6 Routing Protocol
for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL) [9] is a state-of-
the-art protocol for L2N supporting traffic flows point-to-point,
point-to-multipoint, and multipoint-to-point. Our work differs
from these techniques because it uses centrality to route data
and uses wireless link quality estimators.

An important issue in L2N is the quality of wireless links.
A bulk of LQE were proposed as depicted in [14]. We de-
signed CGR to be suitable for wide range of link estimators
(like XCTP, Matrix, and RPL), for instance, we can use ETX
or Four Bit as LQE. But state-of-the-art protocols does not re-
gard the node topological importance in its routing schemes like
CGR.

In summary, there are some approaches related to CGR.
Among those that use centrality, we highlight the Centrality
Tree (CT) which uses SBC as importance rank. Among those
that do not use centrality, we highlight RPL as the state-of-the-
art protocol for L2N. Thus, we propose CGR with the best fea-
tures of literature protocols to provide routes of high through-
put, being green energy efficient, and favoring data fusion tech-
niques.

3. Problem definition and its hardness

In this section, we first describe the network model as a
connected weighted directional graph in Section 3.1. Then, we
present the green routing tree-based problem. Next, we high-
light its hardness by given an intuition of its the NP-Completeness
in Section 3.2. Also, in Section 3.2.1, we describe how our pro-
posed work treats the problem.

3.1. Network model

In this work, we model the network as a connected weighted
directional graph G(VG, EG,wG), where v ∈ VG represents the
nodes, (u, v) ∈ EG is a directed link (connection) from node u
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Protocol Centrality support Distributed algorithm LQE
SBPC[22] BC – –
TPC[22] BC – –
FBC[22] BC – –
RBC[22] BC – –
CT[11] SBC X –
CGR SBC X X
LTRA[23] – X –
SPT[12] – X X
CNS[12] – X X
InFRA[24] – X X
DAARP[24] – X X
CTP[25] – X X
XCTP[10] – X X
Matrix[26] – X X
RPL[9] – X X

*BC – Betwenness Centrality.
*SBC – Sink BC.

Table 3: Routing Protocols Comparison

to v , and wG(EG) is a non-negative value in [0, 1] representing
a probability of link loss1.

3.2. Green Routing Tree-based Problem and its Hardness

Given the network model presented in the previous section,
our problem is to find a green routing tree that favors data fusion
with the following requirements:

Req. 1) Data-centric tree: the protocol should provide the least
number of intermediate nodes (routers), thus favoring
data-centric routing and data fusion algorithms [12].

Req. 2) Reliability: the routing protocol should deliver as much
as possible data packets when there is a feasible route
between the participants of the communication.

Req. 3) Robustness/Resilience: the routing protocol should
operate in different topologies, loads, amount of sen-
sor nodes and in the presence of failures.

Req. 4) Green efficiency: the protocol must deliver packets
with the least amount of transmissions, saves energy
and keep the least amount of possible states.

All features mentioned above are critical to providing a green-
aware routing. In the following, we highlight the requisite (1)
given its hardness. Several efforts were made to find optimal
data fusion tree for WSN and L2N [28, 22]. Those work reveal
that traditional address-centric routing schemes are not suitable
for energy saving against data-centric routing schemes. It is
well-known that the optimal data-centric routing tree, which
favors data fusion, is a NP-Complete problem, resulting from
NP-completeness of the minimum Steiner Tree problem [12].

1Note that model allow asymmetric links.

Let G(V, E) be a graph that represents a L2N, where V is
a set of nodes in the network, s ∈ V is a special node called
sink, and E is a set of edges that represent connections between
two nodes. If the number of transmissions between two directly
connected nodes is one, then the optimal data fusion tree is the
reverse of the multicast tree. In other words, all source nodes
send data to the same receiver that will perform some data fu-
sion technique. The multicast tree with the minimal number of
edges is a NP-Complete problem, transformed into the problem
of minimum Steiner Tree [12].

3.2.1. Addressing the problem
In the following, we describe for each requisite presented in

the previous section how we address it.
The minimum Steiner Tree problem in graphs is well-known

to be NP-Complete, thus is difficult to find an exact algorithm
to solve it in polynomial time. Therefore, approximation al-
gorithms for minimum Steiner Tree that have polynomial run-
ning time have been proposed in the literature. The first works
address the problem by computing a minimum spanning tree
instead of a minimum-cost Steiner tree or are simple greedy al-
gorithm [29, 30]. More recently, genetic algorithms have been
used as an approximation solution for the problem [31, 32].

In the context of L2N and networks, in the last years, there
have been efforts in designing optimal solutions using central-
ity measure [22, 11, 33] or bio-inspired algorithms [34, 35]. In
this work, we adopted the Sink Betweenness Centrality mea-
sure to provide an approximation to the minimum Steiner Tree
problem, this is due to its low cost in terms of complexity and
implementation overhead. These points are critical given the
L2N devices constraints.

The topological position of the nodes is critical to approxi-
mate the Steiner tree, so we rank nodes according to its position.
Several approaches can be used for this ranking as discussed in
Section 2.2. We choose SBC to rank nodes according to the
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number of participation of node in the paths from all nodes to
sink. The SBC of a node t is defined as follows. Consider a
graph G = (V, E) that represents the L2N, where V is a set of
nodes and E is a set of links. A special node s ∈ V is the sink,
then S BCt =

∑
i∈ψt

σts
σis

, where σts means the number of shortest
paths from t to s, σis is the number of shortest paths from i to
s, ψt = {i ∈ V |t ∈ S Pi→s} is the set of all shortest-paths from a
node i to s (S Pi→s) containing t, as an intermediate node in at
least one of their shortest paths.

To be reliable (requisite 2), it is necessary to find high-
quality routes in the network in order to maintain as high as
possible the successfully delivery rate. This requisite is highly
affected by the route metric employed, thus an efficient LQE
should be used (Section 2.1 overviews LQEs metrics). To be
robust and resilient (requisite 3), our protocol does not assume
anything about network infrastructure, nodes capabilities, and
scale of the network. To act green efficiently (requisite 4), we
combine a LQE metric and a data-centric routing centrality-
based to provide a routing tree that favors data fusion tech-
niques in order to reduce the number of transmissions and saves
energy.

Figure 1: CGR architecture.

4. Centrality-based Green Routing

In this section, we describe the Centrality-based Green Rout-
ing for L2Ns, a routing protocol that considers both central-
ity and energy to improve the network performance and de-
crease energy consumption. First, we present the CGR architec-
ture, its modules and relationship in Section 4.1. Next, in Sec-
tion 4.2, we present the CGR Algorithm and implementation
details. CGR complexity analysis regarding control packets to
compute the centrality tree is presented in Section 4.3. Finally,
we discuss some aspects of CGR algorithm in Section 4.4.

4.1. CGR Architecture

Here, we describe CGR architecture. To accomplish the
task of forwarding packets using important nodes, we propose
CGR architecture that has routing rules to consider SBC rank.
The protocol rules were implemented at the control and data
planes. The data plane queries the forwarding table. The con-
trol plane is responsible for creating, update and delete entries
in this table.

In Figure 1, we show the relationships between modules.
The Router and Centrality modules are responsible for filling

the Forward table. That table indicates what is the next hop for
the data packet to be transmitted. Link Estimator module esti-
mates the quality of the links to the neighboring nodes, report-
ing for Router and Centrality module to construct better routes.
The link quality is estimated using beacons and data packets by
using, for example, Four Bit estimator. The Forward module
queries the Forward table and determines any router inconsis-
tencies to inform the Router module. It also keeps a packet
queue for transmission and checks for duplicate packets. The
Link Layer module contains the features used in radio com-
munication. Finally, the Upper Layer module is the interface
provided to implement components that utilize CGR.

4.2. CGR Algorithm

Algorithm 1: Find the best paths.

[1] S ink ← 1 // Base station.

[2] Pathst ← 1
[3] S BCt ← 0
[4] Hopst ← ∞

[5] Nhopt ← this // Next Hop.

[6] RQt ← ∞ // Current route quality.

[7] MaxS BC ← −∞ // Route Quality.

[8] if S ink == this then
[9] // Initializes flood.

[10] HPid ← this
[11] HPhops ← Hopst

[12] HPpaths ← Pathst

[13] HPRQ Path ← 0
[14] Broadcast DP
[15] else if Receives packet DP then
[16] if HPRQ Paths + RQ†t→HPid

< RQt then
[17] // Set new best route

[18] Hopst ← HPHops + 1
[19] Pathst ← HPPaths

[20] Nhopst ← HPid

[21] RQt ← HPRQ Path + RQt→HPid

[22] HPRQ Path ← HPRQ Paths + RQt

[23] HPHops ← Hopst

[24] HPPaths ← Pathst

[25] else if HPRQ Path = RQt then
[26] // Detect two or more best paths

[27] Pathst ← Pathst + 1
[28] HPPaths ← Pathst

[29] end
[30] Schedule Broadcast DP.
[31] Schedule Broadcast RP.
[32] end
[33]

†Quality for direct link between node t and RPID

(e.g. ETX measurement)

We describe the operation of CGR in this section. We show
how to bind SBC and LQE metric (ETX-like), thus CGR can
extract the best features of both techniques in order to con-
nect the source nodes to the sink. CGR has two main phases:
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Algorithm 2: Choose central nodes based on SBC.

[1] if Receives RP then
[2] if RPRQ Path + RQt→RPid > RQt then from a

descendant
[3] // for each RP received (nodes in

ψt)

[4] // Update SBC rank

[5] S BCt ← S BCt + Pathst
RPPaths

[6] RPS BC ← S BCt

[7] // update content packet and

forward

[8] Forward RP(RP)
[9] else if RPRQ Path + RQ†t→RPid

≤ RQt then
[10] if RPS BC > MAXS BC then
[11] MAXS BC ← RPS BC

[12] Nhopt ← RPid

[13] end
[14] end
[15] end
[16] procedure Foward RP(Packet RP)
[17] RPNH ← Nhopt

[18] RPRQ ← RQt

[19] Broadcast RP
[20] end
[21]

†Quality for direct link between node t and RPID

(e.g. ETX measurement)

Figure 2: Illustration of CGR algorithm in operation.

1. Sink floods the network to find the number of high-quality
paths from nodes to sink using ETX metric. 2. Nodes respond
their information (number of paths), i.e., the denominator of the
equation, which allows computing SBC.

CGR uses two control packets to create the routing tree.
The first one is Hello Packet (HP) that has the following fields:
node ID; hops; paths; route quality path. The second the control
packet is the Reply Packet (RP) which has the same fields of

HP plus an SBC field to compute the centrality. In Algorithm 1
and Fig. 2(a)(b)(c) we illustrate the first flood. In Fig. 2, we
assume that all links are perfect, except by the link (B, E), which
present poor delivery rate (i.e., 10% of delivery rate) due to the
wall between the nodes. In this scenario, traditional protocols
that use hop count favor the route depicted in Fig. 2(b), this
will result in a larger number of retransmissions, overhearing
effect [36] and high energy consumption to deliver messages.
Our proposal mitigates these issues by using ETX to find a high-
quality route as shown in Fig. 2(c). The rules to perform our
approach are shown in Algorithm 1 lines 15 to 29.

CGR second phase starts when source nodes send their in-
formation (number of paths to sink) in the RP (see algorithm 1
line 31). The delay to fire HP and RP are proportional and in-
versely proportional to sink distance, then nodes close to sink
node have a short delay to fire HP and long delay to RP, leaf
nodes presents the opposite. When a node receives a RP, each
router node has the information needed to compute SBC (σts

and σis from equation in Section 3.2.1). The rules that re-
ceive and compute the SBC are shown in Algorithm 2 in lines
1 to 4. After the computation and/or update the SBC rank, the
nodes update the RP with their information and broadcast the
packet (line 8) aiming to reach immediate descendants neigh-
bors. Based on the centrality rank, the descendant nodes can
decide which parent has more topological importance to for-
ward/fuse their packets (see Fig. 2(d)). These decision rules are
shown from line 9 to 14 of the algorithm 2.

4.3. CGR complexity analysis
In this subsection, we provide a brief CGR complexity anal-

ysis in terms of the number of control packets necessary to com-
pute the centrality measure.

In order to compute the SBC, the CGR protocol needs to
establish the routing tree and de facto centrality computation,
which are the two main phases of CGR algorithm (details in
Section 4.2). The cost to build the tree is n HP packets sent by
each node to form the routing tree. In the reply phase, all nodes,
except the sink, will send a RP, adding more n − 1 packets of
control overhead. The total cost of the CGR is 2n − 1 control
packets. Therefore, CGR complexity is O(N), where N is the
number of nodes in the network. In the literature, protocols
optimized for data fusion also present similar complexity [37].

4.4. CGR Discussion
CTP uses Trickle algorithm [38] and 4-Bit to calculate link

quality efficiently with no network overhead [25]. Like CTP,
CGR uses the same methods to provide reliability, robustness,
and efficiency. Energy consumption of central nodes is the other
issue that CGR should deal suitably, energy hole mitigating
techniques [39, 40, 41] can be applied to balance central nodes
energy expenditure. In the next section, we propose an energy
balance algorithm that can be easily attached to CGR protocol.

CGR was designed for L2N with low topology dynamic.
Thus, it is a challenge to accomplish the rank computation with
highly dynamic moving nodes. Therefore, we note that CGR
needs almost two floods to compute SBC, which may be costly
for frequently abrupt changes in the topology.
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5. Policy-Aware

Algorithm 3: Policy-Aware algorithm.

[1] Procedure Init()
[2] BestRQ ← +∞

[3] HighCentraltiyt ← −∞

[4] if Policy = Threshold then
[5] // Threshold limit is reached

[6] MPcommand ← Alert
[7] Broadcast MP
[8] U pdateThreshold()
[9] return

[10] else
[11] Increase(Policy)
[12] return
[13] end
[14] Procedure InterceptAlert(MP)
[15] if MPhops ≥ Hopst then
[16] Broadcast NRP
[17] return
[18] else if MPID = NextHopt then
[19] BestRQ ← +∞

[20] HighCentraltiyt ← −∞

[21] return
[22] end
[23] Procedure InterceptNRP(NRP)
[24] if NRPalertID = NextHopt ∧ NRPRQ ≤ BestRQ

then
[25] if

NRPRQ = BestRQ ∧ NRPS BC > HighCentralityt

then
[26] HighCentralityt ← NRPS BC

[27] NextHopt ← NRPsenderID

[28] Hopst ← NRPH

[29] else
[30] BestRQ ← NRPRQ

[31] NextHopt ← NRPsenderID

[32] Hopst ← NRPH

[33] RQt ← NRPRQ + RQt→NRPsenderID

[34] end
[35] // Update all field of New Route

Packet (NRP)

[36] Broadcast MNR
[37] return
[38] end

In this section, we introduce the Policy-Aware algorithm,
an approach to deal with energy holes in the L2N. Energy hole
problem is defined as excessive energy expenditure in parts of
a network [40]. In L2N, energy hole can cause disconnected
components. The Policy-Aware approach comes as an alterna-
tive to mitigate this problem by driving out existing flows of the
central nodes to non-central nodes.

The Policy-Aware algorithm combines three features in its

scheme. First, it uses a metric (a LQE) to select high-throughput
routes, the second one is a node constraint (residual energy),
and finally the node centrality. The Policy-Aware approach dif-
fers from literature ones (e.g., RPL Objective Functions [42])
by taking into account the centrality feature.

The Policy-Aware approach needs two new packet types.
The first one is Management Packet (MP) that has the follow-
ing fields: node ID, hops, and command (management type).
The second is NRP that has the fields: sender ID (last node to
forward the packet), alert ID ( the node that sends alert), hops,
RQ (route quality), Centrality (SBC rank).

The Algorithm 3 shows the main rules of the Policy-Aware.
Initially, we define two variables to keep track the best route
quality (BestRQ) and more central node seen since the Policy-
Aware starts (Lines 2 and 3). The algorithm checks if a policy
counter reaches a given threshold. This policy can be battery
level, forwarding traffic or whatever metric the user wants. For
example, we can define the policy as the number of transmis-
sions and the threshold N packets. If the threshold is reached
then the node broadcasts a MP with command alert (lines 4 –
9). If the threshold is not reached, then the algorithm increases
the policy counter.

One node by receiving a MP with command alert execute
the procedure in line 14. The node checks if the alert comes
from a descendant or other node in the same level in the tree
(line 15). If the rule is true then the node sends a NRP packet
promoting themselves as a router. Otherwise, if the rule is
false, the node checks if the sender of MP is his parent node
(line 18), then the node should get ready to keep tracking al-
ternative routes (lines 18 to 21). By intercepting a NRP the
node should suitably update its next hop in the path to the sink.
If the NRP alert ID is the parent of the node and the route is
the best seen (line 23), then the node based on tracked variables
chooses the best alternative route through the more central node
(see lines 25 to 33). Finally, the node tries to help their parent
node by sending NRP (line 36) for other nodes that received no
options for new routes.

5.1. Policy-Aware Discussion

In the evaluation section, we show that policy-aware can
lead to significant energy balance consumption, increasing the
central node lifetime, and consequently the network life. On
the other side, the Policy-Aware algorithm introduces trade-offs
since it adds new control packets to the network and it changes
routes through the central nodes. We performed several experi-
ments and noted that Policy-Aware is not suitable for a network
with high asymmetric links, which can cause low throughput in
link changes.

6. Evaluation

We analyze CGR and compared it with two protocols: CT,
SPT, and RPL. From the protocols presented in Table 3, RBC
and the ones derived from it were not designed for L2N, there-
fore they can not be compared with CGR. InFRA and DAARP
belong to a different class of protocols that approximate Steiner
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Parameter Value

Sink 1 corner
Number of sensor nodes 1024
Radio range 100 m
Link Loss (value/edge) 0 < p ≤ 1
Nodes sending data 45 %
Data packets event (packets/node) 30 packets/node

Sending packets duration 300 s
Default retries dispatch packet 10

Table 4: Simulation parameters

Tree that do not classify the nodes by centrality. CNS is a clas-
sical protocol and its results are lower than CT. Therefore, we
compared CGR against CT and SPT. We also compare CGR
with RPL, the state-of-the-art protocol for L2N, to easily iden-
tify CGR contribution.We also show the CGR evaluation oper-
ating with the Policy-Aware Algorithm.

The protocol evaluation goals aim to demonstrate the CGR
performance in terms of green routing requisites (See Section 3):
data-centric tree, reliability, robustness/resilience, and green
efficiency. We use well-known metrics to evaluate L2N proto-
col just as it was done in the RPL performance evaluation [43].
We use the following metrics:

(i) Steiner Number used to analyze minimum Steiner Tree
approximation, where small Steiner number means better data-
centric routing tree;

(ii) Delivery Rate aims to evaluate the protocol reliability.
High delivery rate means high reliability;

(iii) Energy Consumption also concerned to the green ef-
ficiency, lower energy consumption is better;

(iv) Transmissions Per data Reported (TPR) aims to eval-
uate the number of transmissions which is required to deliver
data packets, small TPR means better green efficiency;

(v) Latency is the time interval between the source nodes
fires a data packet and the sink receives it, low latency is better.

6.1. Simulation

We implemented CGR, CT, SPT, and RPL-Like in the Sinalgo
simulator [44]. CT implementation follows its default specifi-
cation presented in [11]. The SPT protocol is an implementa-
tion of the shortest path (Dijkstra’s algorithm). CT and SPT
are our baselines. The RPL-Like implementation follows the
RFC 6550 [9] with the following features: non-store mode,
DAO-ACKs packets control, ETX link metric as Objective Func-
tion.

We considered 33 different topologies, in each one we ran
33 simulations, totaling 1089 runs. In the results, the curves
represent average and error bar with the confidence interval of
95%. Table 4 shows the defaults parameters utilized if any pa-
rameter varied we notify accordingly. Note, packets are illegi-
ble if errors (Link Loss) occur when decoding a packet. Also,
nodes can not receive more than one packet in the time unit.
Data packets can be lost by link failure during a transmission.

Figure 3: Number of Steiner nodes for different number of nodes.

6.2. Simulation results

The first result is about the favoring data fusion and data-
centric routing. We analyze the number of Steiner Nodes in
the network. Low Steiner number promote common points in
the routing tree where data fusion techniques can be performed.
Figure 3 shows the number of Steiner. CGR presents a lower
number of Steiner Nodes even for a different number of nodes.
CGR is followed by RPL. CT uses the same SBC measure as
CGR, but the CT routing metric promotes a different routing
tree than CGR ones, which impact directly the Stainer Number.

Figure 4: The delivery rate for different number of nodes.

The second result is concern about the protocol reliability.
For this, it is allowed data packets be dropped if a maximum
of sending/forwarding attempt is reached (see Table 4). The
delivery rate for different amounts of nodes is shown in Fig-
ure 4. CGR an RPL always deliver more than 99 % of the data
packets, while CT and SPT present low delivery rate when the
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Figure 5: Data delivery rate of CGR + simple periodic fusion function.

number of nodes grows. Figure 5 shows the results regarding
the percentage of data delivery of CGR and a simple periodic
data fusion function. Such data fusion function receives data
packets during a preset t period and then sends only one aggre-
gated packet. This function is performed by the nodes every
time they receive a packet. Observe that if the nodes do not do
any effort to deliver an aggregated packet (0 retries), then the
data delivery rate is dramatically low around 22 %. However,
if only 1 retry is allowed, then the delivery rate grows signifi-
cantly up to 70 %. With 10 retries the delivery is close to 100 %.
In the previous Figure 4, The SPT protocol even with 10 retries,
presents only 62 % of delivery is achieved.

Figure 6: Global energy consumption for different number of nodes.

We evaluate the network energy consumption over a simu-
lation where data packets are guaranteed to be delivered to the
sink node2. The Figure 6 shows the energy consumption vary-

2This is done by setting the default retries dispatch packet to infinity.

ing the number of nodes. It is possible to note that CT and SPT
are energy-greedy, while CGR and RPL are more green energy
efficient, but CGR presents the lower level of power consump-
tion for 256, 512, and 1024 nodes. RPL provides a fast optimal
tree set up at the cost of relatively high overhead as shown be-
low and reported in [43].

The last two results (delivery rate and energy consumption)
can be better explained by route quality and the data control
overhead. The Figure 7 highlight insights about the protocols
energy consumption. In Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b) present the
route quality measured by the ETX Path3 for a different number
of nodes and radio communication range respectively. On the
one hand, When ETX path is high then the delivery rate drops,
retransmissions happen, and energy consumption increases. On
the other hand, when we fix 1024 nodes and the radio range in-
creases, the route quality drops because the distance in hops
of the nodes to sink decreases. In both cases CGR and RPL
present lowest ETX Path, which justify they high delivery rate
(Figure 4), SPT and CT present similar higher ETX Path. The
Figure 7(b) shows an expected protocol behavior, SPT was sup-
pressed because its curve is very similar to CT and for better
visualization.

The Figure 7(c) shows the control packet overhead for each
protocol. The theoretical SPT overhead cost depends on the net-
work size, this is, SPT needs only a flooding to build its routing
tree, this cost was reflected on our experiments. CGR and CT
need at least two floods to compute the centrality measure (See
Section 4.3). RPL presents the highest control packets overhead
to build its DODAG structure.

To evaluate the CGR green efficiency, we evaluate the aver-
age number of transmissions required to deliver data packets to
the sink node (Transmissions Per data Reported (TPR)), where
low TPR implies in better green efficiency. The Figure 8 shows,
for each protocol, how the average TPR for a different number
of nodes and the radio ranges. In Figure 8(a), CGR presents, in
most of the scenarios, the lowest average TPR among the proto-
cols, RPL also present low TPR when compared with SPT and
CT. RPL and CGR present similar TPR when the number of
nodes is 128, but if the number of nodes increases the control
overhead boost the RPL’s average TPR. The protocols SPT and
CT show a high average of transmissions per data packets, this
is explained by they routing metric, which selects routes with
high ETX path. When the number of nodes in the network is
1024 CT decreases its TPR, because with more nodes CT has
more options to centralize the routes, theses changes can ex-
change bad link to good ones.

In Figure 8(b), we keep fixed all simulation parameters ex-
cept by the radio range, then we evaluate the TPR. Again CGR
followed by RPL present the lowest values of TPR, while SPT
and CT show high TPR. When the radio communication range
increase the TPR decrease, this is a common behavior of all
protocols.

We also analyzed latency in our experiments. Figure 9 shows
the global latency for the L2N. This result shows that CGR/RPL

3ETX path is defined as the sum of the ETX of all nodes in a route.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7: In (a) ETX Path (route quality) for different number of nodes. (b) ETX Path varying the radio range. (c) Control packet overhead for each protocol.

and ETX make a good combination by finding high throughput
routes to deliver data packets. In all scenarios, CGR and RPL
present average global latency under 0.5 s, while the CT and
SPT protocols showed, in some cases, a latency of 2 s. High
latency of the protocols can be explained by the hop count met-
ric that ignores link quality and causes latency, retransmissions
overhead, energy consumption and packets drop.

Low latency also is required when in-network data fusion
algorithms are employed. We implement three different well-
known in-network data fusion algorithms [37]:

1. Simple: the nodes fuse messages received during a preset
time t. Then, it forwards an aggregated message.

2. Period per hop (PerHop): the PerHop behavior is the
same of Simple. However, if the node received one mes-
sage from its children (concerning the tree rooted at the

sink node), then an aggregate message is forwarded to
next hop toward the sink node.

3. Period per hop adjusted (PerHopAd): in this approach
the nodes also wait a time t, however, this time depends
on the distance (hops or time) from the sink. The intu-
ition is straightforward. t is inversely proportional to its
distance from the sink; thus t will be shorter if the node
is far from the sink and larger if the node is close to the
sink.

Data fusion algorithms are very sensitive to several parame-
ters. For instance, how much nodes are sending data, how long
a node waits to receive data from children before forwarding a
”fused packet”, and how space is the period of a node report
data. Thus, we set up for all nodes send data packets (except
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Transmissions Per data Reported varying number of nodes and radio range.

Figure 9: Average latency for different number of nodes.

the sink node), the default t is 15 s. Also, the nodes start to send
data exactly after the tree construction.

Figure 10 shows the CGR average latency for different data
fusion techniques. None presents the lowest latency because no
data fusion occurs and the data are routed individually. When
there is in-network data fusion, Simple presents the highest la-
tency because for every hop the nodes wait t seconds. PerHop
decreases the latency of Simple, but the overhead is that every
node knows its children. PerHopAd improves the result of Per-
Hop by using a ”aggregation wave” in its approach.

Finally, we show CGR protocol operating with Policy-Aware,
our green algorithm that enables balancing energy consump-
tion. Figure 11 shows CGR protocol working with and without
the Policy-Aware algorithm. In the y-axis, it shows energy con-

Figure 10: CGR average latency for different data fusion algorithms.

sumption and in the x-axis shows the node centrality. First,
observe that without Policy-Aware the energy expenditure be-
haves as expected, that is, highly central nodes have heavy traf-
fic demand to route and consequently consumed more energy.
CGR with Policy-Aware balance the energy expenditure, that
is, non-central nodes take parts of the traffic demand, which be-
fore was being routed by the more central node. Therefore we
can see a decreasing the energy consumption of higher central-
ity nodes. Therefore, CGR with Policy-Aware achieves a more
balanced energy consumption, increasing the network lifetime,
and mitigating the energy hole problem in a distributed fashion.
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Figure 11: CGR protocol with Policy-Aware Algorithm.

7. Conclusion

We present CGR a reliable, robust, and energy-efficient rout-
ing protocol for L2N based on the nodes’ centrality. CGR rep-
resents an alternative strategy for routing data in L2N that finds
intermediate nodes based on the topological importance. CGR
favors data aggregation by approximating the Minimum Steiner
Tree. Our simulation results show that CGR presents smaller
Steiner number and TPR than the protocols evaluated. Also,
CGR and RPL show similar delivery rate close to 100 % when
some packet retransmissions are allowed. In terms of energy
consumption, CGR presented the lowest expenditure, followed
by RPL (due its high overhead), and the traditional protocols.
Unlike traditional protocols, CGR has great potential for L2N
by dealing with the constraints of these networks and presenting
low additional complexity costs.

To mitigate the energy hole problem, we propose the Policy-
Aware algorithm. We showed that it could be used as a scheme
to improve the network lifetime.

This work generates several insights for future work, such
as: using multiple radios and/or multi-rate nodes; and select
different aggregation techniques to work with CGR.
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